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Preferably as a ‘Right to Reply’, otherwise as Letter to the Editor  
 
Ms Serrao’s ‘Sex pest and tender-meddling claims against war memorial boss’ of 15 March 2013 
 
I respond to Ms Serrao’s ‘Sex pest and tender-meddling claims against war memorial boss’ of 15 March 
2013. 
 
I confirm that I am correctly quoted but the context is unfortunately omitted.  
 
In her email of 13 March Ms Serrao writes: ‘I have had a number of allegations made to me about a 
tender involving a book that you wrote and a documentary that was done with Freedom Park.’ She adds: 
that ‘while none of these allegations are aimed at you directly or at Rhodes, you are involved as this 
project relates directly to your work.’  
Ms Serrao also says: ‘one of the woman involved in the agreements Thembeka Ngcenetsha (sic) signed 
documents changing her position. On some pages she names herself as an HOD, in others as a senior 
researcher. I understand she is in fact a PA.’ On two occasions Ms Serrao makes reference to 
‘Underground Media’ (sic).   
 
I am deeply committed to weeding out corruption and transparency and have spoken out against 
tenderpreneurship and the looting of the state on numerous occasions and will continue to do so. 
Rhodes University was the first university and indeed institution in South Africa to sign the Corruption 
Watch pledge at a public function. 
 
Rhodes University will cooperate with any official or honest and dispassionate investigation of any 
alleged misdemeanours at Freedom Park related to its collaboration with Freedom Park and the 
production of a documentary on banished people – the forgotten people of South Africa. The 
partnership with Freedom Park is directly related to its mandate, just as we collaborate with many other 
public and private bodies to advance through research knowledge, understanding and public awareness. 
 
You must forgive me if I am not inspired by Ms Serrao when she is not able to get simple facts correct. 
Referring to Ms. Ngcebetsha, who is a Senior Researcher, she says ‘I understand she is in fact a PA.’ Then 
there are references to ‘Underground Media’ (sic)! Such sloppy journalism must raise alarm bells; hence 
my comment about the ‘fishing expedition’. My comment on Ms Serrao’s ‘good try to elicit comment’ is 
directly related to her own acknowledgement in her email that ‘none of these allegations are aimed at 
you directly or at Rhodes’. The fact is that they cannot even be aimed indirectly! 
 
Rhodes University is not involved in any unlawful or unethical conduct and I repeat, will cooperate with 
any serious investigation of alleged misdemeanours at Freedom Park. I regret that Ms. Serrao’s 
sloppiness did not inspire confidence.  
